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Google Cloud Platform (GCP)
Architect Certification BootCamp – Level 3
Duration: 2 Days

DESCRIPTION
This course is a two-day hands-on course on Google
Cloud Platform (GCP), where we will deep-dive into the
advanced architecture and design patterns used on the
GCP infrastructure by performing labs. Another aim of
the course is to empower for taking the Google Architect
Exam and clear it. We will have sample tests at the end of
the course to help you gain experience and practice.

COURSE OUTLINE
Review of all GCP Basic Services
Cloud Virtual Network
Cloud Identity and Access
Management (IAM)
Cloud CDN

OBJECTIVES

Cloud DNS

To attain a deep knowledge of GCP infrastructure and
design patterns on developing applications on GCP

Google Cloud Deployment
Manager

To attain skills to clear the GCP Architect Certification
Exam. More information about the certification is
available here

Google Container Engine
GCP Frequently Used Design
Patterns
Google Container Engine
GCP Frequently Used Design
Patterns

WHO SHOULD ATTEND
IT Professionals who want to learn to develop highly scalable, available, cost-efficient and
failure tolerant system on GCP
IT Professionals who want to clear the GCP Architect Certification Exam

PREREQUISITES
This is NOT a beginners GCP class. Prior experience with GCP is necessary.
GCP – Level 2 Course offered by CloudThat Technologies OR
Hands-on experience in Cloud Storage, Compute Engine, Cloud SQL and Instance Group

TRAINING
CALENDAR

Subscribe to our Training Calendar & get a
Cash Back of INR 1,000/- (One Thousand INR).

SUBSCRIBE
NOW

TESTIMONIALS
CloudThat has impressed me
with their AWS training
expertise and this time I had
a similar experience with
OpenStack. I appreciate
their service for their
expertise in the subject and
the professional approach
they show in offering their
service.
- Safeer (Tech Lead, Yahoo)

It is very professional and
hands-on training. The
trainer is extremely
responsive and
knowledgeable on the topics
covered. I would recommend
CloudThat to anyone who is
looking for quality, hands-on
training on these latest
technologies.
- Srinivasa (Associate
Professor, PES University)

CloudThat - The best place
to learn Cloud Computing
technologies. Trainers at
CloudThat have indepth
knowledge about the
subject. The way they
explain is too good. They
give personal attention to all
candidates and keep the
sessions interactive.
- Gladwin (Cloud Admin,
Cognizant)

Disclaimer: All Logos & Trademarks used here
belongs to their respective companies.

For training inquiry, please email us at: sales@cloudthat.in
08880002200

sales@cloudthat.in
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